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PrevalencePrevalence, incidence, incidence…… 
An iceberg An iceberg phenomenonphenomenon

Investigated CSA victims by YPS 
Incidence rates: 0,62 per 1000

Identified victims by 
other sources

All CSA victims –
Prevalence rates: 16% women; 10% men
Majority has never disclosed the abuse

Only 21.2% of adults reported prompt
disclosure, 57.5% delayed
disclosure more than five years after the 
first episode.
Representative sample of 804 adults from the province 
of Quebec (Hébert et al., in press)



A sensitive questionA sensitive question……

The Great The Great declinedecline in the USin the US
–– 39% decline in US substantiated sexual abuse cases, 39% decline in US substantiated sexual abuse cases, 

starting around years 92starting around years 92--93.93.
–– Overall decline of many crime indicators (e.g. Overall decline of many crime indicators (e.g. 

robberies, assaults, homicides), as well as an increase robberies, assaults, homicides), as well as an increase 
in imprisonment.in imprisonment.

Canadian dataCanadian data
–– 30% 30% declinedecline in Canadian in Canadian sexualsexual abuse cases abuse cases retainedretained 

for for evaluationevaluation (CIS), (CIS), betweenbetween 1998 and 20031998 and 2003
1998: 579 CSA cases retained/5363 – 10.8%
2003: 800 CSA cases retained/11562 – 6.9%

–– DecreaseDecrease of of somesome crime crime indicatorsindicators, but not , but not sexualsexual 
assaultassault, and no , and no increaseincrease in in imprisonmentimprisonment..

CIS is the canadian nation-wide study (except Quebec) 

that examines the incidence of reported child maltreatment

that are investigated by Canadian child welfare systems

(representative sample of child welfare service areas)



A sensitive questionA sensitive question……

Three perspectives:Three perspectives:
–– OptimisticOptimistic: Investment in public awareness : Investment in public awareness 

campaigns, prevention programs, criminal justice campaigns, prevention programs, criminal justice 
interventions, and treatment have worked to protect interventions, and treatment have worked to protect 
children from CSA (Jones & children from CSA (Jones & FinkelhorFinkelhor, 2003)., 2003).

–– PessimisticPessimistic: Caution needs to be apply because of : Caution needs to be apply because of 
some research flaws; claiming that CSA is declining some research flaws; claiming that CSA is declining 
may have a negative policy and funding impact may have a negative policy and funding impact 
(Stanley & (Stanley & KovacksKovacks, 2004)., 2004).

–– RealisticRealistic: : Many reasons are accounting for the 30% Many reasons are accounting for the 30% 
drop decline in Canadian incidence rates of CSA.drop decline in Canadian incidence rates of CSA.

Is Is therethere a shift in the type of cases YPS a shift in the type of cases YPS retainedretained for for 
evaluationevaluation??



PlanPlan

AimAim: Test : Test differentdifferent plausible plausible explanationsexplanations
for the for the declinedecline in in childchild sexualsexual abuse (CSA) abuse (CSA) 
cases in Canada cases in Canada betweenbetween yearsyears 1998 and 1998 and 
2003. 2003. 
–– Sources of data: Sources of data: 

1998 and 2003 Canadian Incidence 1998 and 2003 Canadian Incidence StudyStudy of of 
ReportedReported Child Abuse and Child Abuse and NeglectNeglect (CIS);(CIS);

–– 579 CSA cases in 1998, 800 CSA cases in 2003 579 CSA cases in 1998, 800 CSA cases in 2003 

2000 and 2005 2000 and 2005 StatisticStatistic Canada Canada DatabasesDatabases..

–– MethodologyMethodology: : InformedInformed by the by the workwork of of 
FinkelhorFinkelhor and Jones (2004) on the and Jones (2004) on the declinedecline of of 
CSA CSA notednoted in the USA.in the USA.



ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline 
((FinkelhorFinkelhor & Jones, 2004)& Jones, 2004)

#1: #1: IncreasingIncreasing conservatismconservatism withinwithin YPSYPS: : wewe shouldshould observe a drop observe a drop 
in the in the numbernumber of of ……

A) A) SubstantiatedSubstantiated casescases
B) B) PotentiallyPotentially questionablequestionable cases (cases (youngeryounger ageage of of victimsvictims, , lessless intrusive intrusive 
formsforms of CSA, cases of CSA, cases involvinginvolving childchild custodycustody dispute)dispute)
C) Cases C) Cases involvinginvolving no no otherother type of type of maltreatmentmaltreatment thanthan CSA.CSA.

#2: #2: Exclusion of cases Exclusion of cases thatthat do not do not involveinvolve caretakerscaretakers: : wewe shouldshould
observe a drop in the observe a drop in the numbernumber of of ……

Cases not Cases not involvinginvolving a parent or a parent or stepstep--parent (extrafamilial CSA)parent (extrafamilial CSA)
#3: #3: DiminishingDiminishing reservoirreservoir of of olderolder casescases: : wewe shouldshould observe a drop observe a drop 
in the in the numbernumber of of ……

Cases Cases involvinginvolving olderolder childrenchildren
# 4: # 4: SexualSexual abuse abuse backlashbacklash : : wewe shouldshould observe a drop in the observe a drop in the 
numbernumber of of ……

Cases Cases referredreferred by by custodialcustodial parents.parents.
#5: #5: Real Real declinedecline in the incidence in the incidence : : wewe shouldshould observe a drop in the observe a drop in the 
numbernumber of of ……

Cases Cases investigatedinvestigated by the policeby the police



ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
#1: #1: IncreasingIncreasing conservatismconservatism withinwithin YPSYPS : If : If workersworkers werewere applyingapplying more more 
conservative standards, conservative standards, wewe shouldshould observe a drop in the observe a drop in the numbernumber ofof

C) C) cases cases involvinginvolving no no otherother type of type of maltreatmentmaltreatment thanthan CSACSA
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
#2: #2: Exclusion of cases Exclusion of cases thatthat do not do not involveinvolve caretakerscaretakers: : wewe shouldshould
observe a drop in the observe a drop in the numbernumber of of ……

cases not cases not involvinginvolving a parent or a parent or stepstep--parentparent
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
#3: #3: DiminishingDiminishing reservoirreservoir of of olderolder casescases: : wewe shouldshould observe a drop observe a drop 
in the in the numbernumber of of ……

cases cases involvinginvolving olderolder childrenchildren
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
##4: Sexual abuse backlash (negative publicity around CSA cases 
investigated by the YPS): we should observe a drop in the number of

custodial parents who refer their own child
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ExplanationsExplanations for the for the declinedecline
#5: #5: Real Real declinedecline in the incidencein the incidence: : wewe shouldshould observe a drop in the observe a drop in the 
numbernumber ofof

SexualSexual abuse cases abuse cases involvinginvolving minorsminors referredreferred to the policeto the police
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OtherOther ideaidea

Is the Is the declinedecline attributableattributable to a drop in the to a drop in the numbernumber ofof
workers receiving CSA training (which could limit their ability
to detect potential signs of sexual abuse)?
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TakeTake--home messagehome message
There has been a 30% There has been a 30% sexualsexual abuse incidence abuse incidence declinedecline
betweenbetween 1998 and 2003, 1998 and 2003, 
–– accordinglyaccordingly to the CIS to the CIS twotwo--waveswaves data of data of investigatedinvestigated CSA cases CSA cases 

by Canadian YPS.by Canadian YPS.

ManyMany plausible plausible explanationsexplanations for the for the declinedecline provedproved to to bebe
right:right:
–– IncreasingIncreasing conservatismconservatism withinwithin YPSYPS

Less substantiated CSA cases, less involvement in potentially Less substantiated CSA cases, less involvement in potentially 
questionable cases or those retained only for CSA.questionable cases or those retained only for CSA.

–– LessLess involvementinvolvement of YPS in extrafamilial casesof YPS in extrafamilial cases
–– Reluctance Reluctance fromfrom custodialcustodial parent to parent to referrefer
–– Real Real declinedecline in in numbernumber of CSA cases (police reports)of CSA cases (police reports)

This This studystudy supportedsupported the the hypothesishypothesis thatthat the the declinedecline in in 
CSA investigations in Canada CSA investigations in Canada isis due to a shift in the type due to a shift in the type 
of cases YPS of cases YPS retainedretained for for evaluationevaluation..
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